The imaging capabilities of radioisotope 3D molecular imaging systems are limited by their ring geometry and by the objectto-detector distance (a), which impairs spatial resolution, efficiency and image quality.
A prototype of a new automated slant hole collimator (b) coupled to a dedicated gamma cameras (10x10 cm 2 FoV), working in close proximity to the object, is proposed. This method allows to enhance information on 3D image reconstruction. • The discussed device works in the proximity of the patient to detect objects placed at a distances ranged from 0 to 8 cm.
• This allows planar resolutions of about few millimetres and sagittal resolution of about 1 cm. The new collimation method implies highresolution capabilities and increases contrast and SNR for sub-centimetre tumours.
• Compared with the traditional tomographic reconstruction, the SAA is a simpler method to perform 3D image reconstruction, producing comparable spatial resolutions, while preserving the image counts.
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